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Abstract—Increasing postgraduate enrollments gives rise to many proposal documents required for vetting and human supervision. Reading and comprehension of large documents is a boring and somewhat difficult task for humans which can be delegated to machines. One way of assisting supervisors with this routine screening of academic proposals is to provide an artificial intelligent (AI) tool for initial structural vetting — checking if sections of proposals are complete and appear where they are supposed to. Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques in AI for document vetting has been applied in legal and financial domains. However, in academia, available tools only perform tasks such as checking proposals for plagiarism, spellings or grammar, word editing, and not structural vetting of academic proposal. This paper presents a tool named Auto-proofreader that attempts to perform the task of structural document review of proposals on behalf of the human expert using formal techniques and document structure understanding hinged on context free grammar rules (CFGs). The experimental results on a corpus of 20 academic proposals using confusion matrix technique for evaluation gives an overall of 87\% accuracy. This tool is expected to be a useful aid in postgraduate supervision for vetting students’ academic proposals.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Natural language processing (NLP) has been applied in document vetting across domains such as legal practice [1], [2], [3]. These areas of research in extracting information, text summarising and text vetting of documents is a difficult task for humans when several pages of a document or many documents are involved or short time is available. Daramola [4] observed that postgraduate supervisors are faced with the salient task of vetting many students’ proposals to conform to certain academic standards, amidst other key roles in the University and must find the right balance for work and effectiveness. In recent times, South Africa experienced an increasing headcount in the number of post-graduate students’ enrollment, impacting on the process of screening of submitted proposals [5]. There are yet many sub-standard proposals submissions by postgraduate student novice writers which is impacting negatively on the screening, feedback and vetting time of the assigned supervisors [4], [6]. The timeliness and effectiveness of screening these proposals can be assisted by an intelligent tool performing the specific task of vetting proposals based on prescribed proposal format guideline constructed as context free grammar (CFG) rules.

B. What has been done?

1) Support for Students to improve Writings before Proposal Submission: There are lots of approaches and support programmes for scholars to develop writing techniques in the best way possible. There are provisions for writing workshops [11], writing groups [11], informal and online support services [11], mentoring programmes [12], writing editors, various grammar and spell-check productivity tools [13], [14]. These were supports for scholars to improve their writings which is as important as support for supervision. The findings of a review of students and supervisors by Hey-Cunningham et al. [10] explained that providing innovative solutions to improve the feedback mechanism in supervision is very important.

2) Support Toolkit for Supervisors: A survey conducted by Hey-Cunningham et al. [10] expresses that the theme common to many supervisors was the need for enhancements of supervisory approaches to academic writing standards for which the authors proposed innovations for a timely and effective feedback in supervision. Supervisors engage many generalised tools (e.g. plagiarism checker, editor review tools and grammar cum spell check error tools) to provide revision
functions. We also determine if the input proposal document parts satisfy a valid structure, defined in a proposal guide, by constructing a CFG for the acceptance of a valid proposal structure and REGEX to accept valid terminal symbols. A simple parse tree representation for a proposal document is given in Fig. 1. The document itself as the root node of the parse tree contains Section parts of a proposal document. The algorithm for document parsing is implemented using an existing PDF library named iTextSharp Java PDF library.

Similar technique was used for CV slicing [28], metadata extraction of PDF books [30], meta-analysis of clinical notes [21], business invoice document processing [20] and legal documents [27].

F. Contribution to Knowledge

This paper contributes to knowledge in the following ways:
1) the production of a simplistic CFG for recognising an academic proposal structure,
2) design of an approach for the automatic discovery of the document’s structure of academic proposals, useful for other large text based document,
3) it promotes further research on automatic slicing of text documents using grammar based rules,
4) design of an algorithm for end-to-end automatic vetting of the logical sections and elements (i.e. structure) of an academic proposal and
5) it describes the implementation and evaluation of a software tool for vetting of academic proposals.

The rest of this document is organised as follows. Section II explains some background to this research problem and related research efforts in text documents comprehension. Section III contains the design concept for this work, while Section IV shows the result of the test of the software tool on proposal documents and the output results generated. An evaluation of these results is done in Section V, while we conclude and state future work in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

There is no directly related research work in vetting academic proposals. This section only explains various related NLP techniques and examples in past research for information extraction and summarisation of documents in general. Then highlights on the formal grammar approaches that has been applied by various researchers for automatic document discovery of large text documents. bluelightAnd lastly discusses some existing proofreading tools.

A. Automatic Document Discovery

NLP has gained a lot of popularity using computational methods to process spoken or written form of text by humans, with applied use cases in various business and enterprise based applications [31]. This field in artificial intelligence (AI) is gaining a lot of momentum and one key applied use is in the area of text processing for information extraction, summarisation or classification [23]. It is used in legal field for similar case matching and text summarisation of legal documents [2]. NLP techniques has been applied successfully for automatic comprehension of clinical notes [21], slicing and information extraction from curriculum vitae (i.e. CVs) [28], understanding

In this paper, we have designed an approach which breaks up a proposal document into tokens that are basic recognisable symbolic parts of an academic proposal document. We also determine if the input proposal document parts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supervision tool</th>
<th>Functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plagiarism checkers e.g. Turnitin</td>
<td>It performs only text extraction for similarity check index against other literature. It is not a self-check document tool.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback review tools e.g. Microsoft’s word reviewer</td>
<td>It can assist a human reviewer to perform a document self-check, but it can be time-consuming especially when reviewing proposals of many students.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grammar and spell check tools e.g. Grammarly, document proWriting aid, etc.</td>
<td>It can only assist the human reviewer to proofread the content of a proposal but not the structure or format layout of the proposal document the proposal document.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I. CATEGORY OF EXISTING TOOLS FOR POSTGRADUATE SUPervision

C. The New Norm of Technological Aids in Postgraduate Supervision

Productivity tools are replacing and improving traditional and unconventional methods of performing higher education supervision [15], [16]. The effect of COVID-19 pandemic has even made it more necessary. For instance, one-to-one supervision meetings now commonly take place virtually and proposal document review process are more commonly done with various online collaborative productivity tools [17], [18], [16]. Productivity tools has been very effective in engaging dialogue between supervisors and their students, but has been proven to be time-consuming and tiresome when examining a large batch of students’ proposals on a computer [19]. Many grammar and spell-check tools are also used by students and supervisors for fine-tuning grammar and editing spelling errors that may not be easily tracked by the eyes of a human reviewer. Popular examples are Grammarly, Microsoft word spell check, pro-Writing aid and language tool.

D. Gap

Researchers have used various forms of text processing technique to automatically extract and analyse documents such as business documents [20], clinical notes [21], legal documents [2], [22] and so on. NLP techniques have been used to perform text information extraction [23], named entity recognition [24], language to SQL translator [25], [26], summarisation [27], classification and examination of other textual contents such as CVs [28], invoices [20] and social media texts [29]. These NLP techniques and others have been largely used around the text content of a document, and sometimes short-text based documents. We considered document understanding an AI task and we have found no tool for vetting of large-content academic text based document such as proposals or similar academic writings. The question then is: “how can we aid the vetting of academic proposals using existing NLP techniques?”

E. Proposed Solution

In this paper, we have designed an approach which breaks up a proposal document into tokens that are basic recognisable symbolic parts of an academic proposal document. We also determine if the input proposal document parts supports when screening submitted proposals of students. The perceived functions of these tools are laid out in Table I
and improvement of requirements documents [32], extracting parts of business (invoice) documents [20], finance chat messaging [33] and so on.

B. Related Work

1) Document Vetting of Legal Proceedings Document: Legal expert systems that use NLP for relevant information extraction and summarization for legal consumption now exist. The computational language processing of legal text documents has been very useful in drafting and analysing legal documents, classifying documents based on relevance to legal case and legal documents discovery and legal citations extractions [2], [3], [27]. More recently, a process tagged “Technology Assisted Review” is associated with the legal profession focused on categorizing legal documents and files based on relevance to case or legal information required [3]. It has become popular and replaced manual review of documents in the legal profession with a more effective automated approach.

2) Automatic Extraction from Business Documents: Glenda and Shilpa [1], implemented an NLP based document vetting process for Banks thereby reducing staff work load and increasing efficiency. NLP techniques have been successfully applied to processing business invoice documents [20], IT Projects system requirements document vetting [32] and automatic comprehension of business finance chats [33]. The applied use of NLP for document processing in finance has become very rapid and important.

3) Automatic Comprehension of Clinical Notes: Modern medicine has embraced NLP techniques for systematic reviews of several clinical trials with great measures of success, known as NLP-enhanced clinical trials research [34]. In a similar vein, a simple NLP translator was designed to decrypt clinical notes, creating friendly user plain texts from complex medical reports [21].

4) Automatic Slicing of CVs: Curriculum Vitae (CV) and resumes are structured documents that contain certain key elements information such as work experiences that talent-hunt specialist usually look out for in CVs during a job advert placement. Emil St. et al. [35] applied NLP text extraction techniques on several CV documents to determine candidate professional qualifications, which is useful for review and ease of vetting the relevance of the CV to the role advertised. At another instance, an NLP-based tool was designed to extract the logical sections of CVs using a set of CFG rules [28].

C. Some Background on Document Structure Parsing

The order of arrangement of a document largely explains its structure and can be described using a tree model or an hierarchical pattern [36], [37]. Anjewierden’s [36] approach extracted the characteristics of text fonts and lines of text to discover the structure or document style by clustering tokens (in this case, a non-space characters or strings of the English alphabet identified in PDF document) into document elements identifiable on a document page. This was achieved using the characteristics of the token’s dimensional co-ordinates on the document, which are upper left position co-ordinates of token and bottom right position co-ordinates on a document’s page. These characteristics are syntactically analysed using rules by categorizing text into chunks of meaningful elements of the document that reveals the document structure. According to Anjewierden [36], a set of document object texts is sorted on
their co-ordinate positions on a document page, then parsed through a set of shallow grammars to detect specific elements of the document’s logical structure.

D. Discussion of Some Existing Proofreading Tools

There are quite a number of existing proofreader tools available as add-on or online tools for general writing problems on grammars, spellings and styles. Grammarly is quite popular for automatic proofreading in academic writing [38], [39], [40], [41]. Karyuatry and Rizqan [40] explains that Grammarly provides feedback on grammar errors and styling mistakes based on similarity patterns in real time. It is mainly available as a web based tool and built on AI system of a variety of natural language processing (NLP) statistic and machine learning based techniques. Pro-writing Aid is a similar proofreading tool for corrections in punctuation, grammar and style [42]. It is also available online and provides teachers and or students with feedback reports, with which they can improve writing. Proofreaders generally rely on AI techniques to come up with suggested corrections as feedback. Table II summarizes the functions and techniques of some existing tools. The table shows that existing proofreader tools have created a niche for improving writing by providing the feedback on grammar, punctuation and style. However, the novelty of our proposed tool seeks to provide feedback based on the organization (i.e. structure) and sections of an academic research proposal.

E. Definition of Terms

Definition 1: The document logical structure [36] is the layout for its constituents consisting of paragraphs, item lists, sections, tables etc which is easily identified by humans but has to be discovered computationally.

Definition 2: The document (logical) elements [36] is the proper thematic units that can be annotated and form part of the document logical structure, it is also referred to as document text segment. We can identify headings, sub-headings, paragraphs, tables, lists of information, page numbers and headers or footers as structural elements of a document.

Definition 3: A context free grammar (CFG) [44], [45] is a given grammar $G$ defined by a four tuple given as $G = (N, \Sigma, P, S)$ where:

1) $N$ is a set of non-terminals,
2) $\Sigma$ is a finite set of terminal symbols, which are the nodes of the grammar (such as symbols, alphabets and numbers),
3) $P$ is a set of Productions and
4) $S$ is a non-terminal start symbol.

Definition 4: Regular languages (RL) and regular expressions (REGEX) [44], [45] denotes regular languages. Both are represented by formulas involving the operations of concatenation, union and Kleene star. Regular languages are such languages that can be accepted by a finite automaton. In formal terms, a regular language ($L$) for a given grammar over an alphabet set is $\Sigma$ defined as any of the following:

1) a singleton language a where $a \in \Sigma$,
2) if $A$ is a regular language, then kleene star of the language $(A^*)$ is a regular language,
3) the empty set of a language $A$, denoted as $\{\}$ or $\{\lambda\}$ and
4) if $A$ and $B$ are regular languages, then $A \cup B$ the and $A \cap B$ are also regular languages.

III. DESIGN

Fig. 2 describes the steps for structural vetting of academic proposals. The design presents an end-to-end technique of information extraction and vetting of an academic proposal.

A. Overview

An input proposal document is parsed (see Fig. 1 for parse tree structure), by an algorithm into meaningful document symbolic parts consisting of document’s sections, chapters and pages. The leaf nodes of the parse tree structure are the document’s pages symbols. In our implementation, a valid document page symbol acceptance is further determined by a REGEX parser for recognising and determining the elements within the symbolic string. Such elements that may be contained within a proposal document’s page symbolic string are document’s title, document’s author, supervisor names, proposal date, section title, paragraph’s heading, paragraph, figure and so on. See Fig. 3 and 4 for the description of our proposal document elements. The elements of a proposal document as presented in these figures are the building blocks for a proposal document organization. They appear in a predefined order for an organized paper. The structure of a proposal document is accepted or rejected after full parsing of the input proposal document into parts that validates its structure (i.e. arrangement). The correctness of the elements’ structure is based on the CFG Production rules defined and successful passing by REGEX matching of elements contained in the document’s parts.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Main function</th>
<th>Technique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Grammarly [38], [39], [40], [41]</td>
<td>Grammar, style and spell check</td>
<td>It combines rules, patterns and AI techniques in machine learning and deep learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Pro-write Aid [42]</td>
<td>Grammar, style and spell check</td>
<td>AI techniques in machine learning techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Typely</td>
<td>Grammar, style and spell check</td>
<td>AI techniques in machine learning techniques aimed at high precision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Custom-built proofreader tool e.g Chinese text automatic proofreader [43]</td>
<td>Grammar, style and spell check</td>
<td>Entity recognition and Knowledge graph</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE II. EXISTING PROOFREADING TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES**
B. Lexical Analysis of PDF Proposal Document

The input document is tokenized into strings of texts identified by text line sequence on the document page. The text's feature (appearance) on the page described in the Table III is used to categorize text and “line of texts” of a page into meaningful document elements. For instance, a proposal document title is made up of line(s) of text in bold and appears on the first page of a proposal document. The input proposal is analyzed into all the elements that may be contained in a document and as described in Fig. 3 and 4.
TABLE III. DOCUMENT COMPONENT/ELEMENT LIST OF CHARACTERISTICS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Font bold</td>
<td>the thickness of the text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Font size</td>
<td>text height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line top spacing</td>
<td>height of space between the current line and the previous line.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line bottom spacing</td>
<td>height of space between the current line and the next line.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line left align</td>
<td>width of space between the document layout left indent and the line left co-ordinate position.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line right align</td>
<td>width of space between the document layout right indent and the line right co-ordinate position.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line align type</td>
<td>determined as left, center or right based on the left and right indent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Description of Proposal Document Abstract Parse Tree using CFG

To explain the parse tree structure and its nodes, we implement a CFG with a four-tuple as given below:

\[
G = (N, \Sigma, P, S) \tag{1}
\]

with the following representations:

1) Set of non-terminal variables \((N)\): a collection of all the non-terminal symbols for the production which represents proposal document’s section. The symbols are described as Preliminary Section \((S_p)\), Chapter Section \((S_c)\), Appendix-Section \((S_a)\) and References-Section\((S_r)\). \(N = \{S_p, S_c, S_a, S_r\}\).

2) Finite set of terminal symbols \((\Sigma)\): a set of all symbols representing the proposal document terminals. These terminals are symbolic of proposal document pages and described as Title Page \((t_p)\), Declaration Page \((d_p)\), Acknowledgment Page \((a_p)\), Content Page \((c_p)\), List of Figures \((l_f)\), List of Tables \((l_t)\), Abstract Page \((a_hp)\), Introduction Chapter Page \((c_{intro})\), Literature Chapter Page \((c_{lit})\), Methodology Chapter Page \((c_{method})\), Expected Contribution Page \((c_{contr})\), Workplan Chapter Page \((c_{plan})\), Conclusion Chapter Page \((c_{conc})\), Appendix Page \((p_a)\) and Reference Page \((p_r)\).
3) Set of Productions \((P)\): are the Production rules \((P)\) which defines the structure of the elements in the pages of the proposal document.

\[
S_{doc} \rightarrow S_p S_c S_a S_r
\] (2)

\[
S_p \rightarrow t_p (d_p | \lambda) (a_p | \lambda) c_p (l_f | \lambda) (l_t | \lambda) a_{bp}
\] (3)

\[
S_c \rightarrow c_{intro} c_{lit} c_{method} (c_{contr} | \lambda) (c_{plan} | \lambda) c_{concl}
\] (4)

\[
S_a \rightarrow p_a | p_a S_a | \lambda
\] (5)

\[
S_r \rightarrow p_r
\] (6)

4) Non-terminal start symbol \((S)\): The start symbol for this grammar is the input document proposal, denoted by symbol \(S_{doc}\).

**D. REGEX for Terminal Symbols Matching**

The terminal symbols of the CFG tuple are further broken down into regular expressions for recognising the page elements implemented by the symbols. The terminal symbols can be substituted with the following symbols in REGEX below.

\[
t_p = e_t e_a e_s t_p e_d^{1,2} e_d
\] (7)

\[
d_p = e_st_p^+ e_n
\] (8)

\[
a_p = e_st_p^+ e_n
\] (9)

\[
c_p = e_st_{ta} e_n
\] (10)

\[
l_f = e_st (e_i | e_{ta}) e_n
\] (11)

\[
l_t = e_st (e_i | e_{ta}) e_n
\] (12)

\[
a_{bp} = e_st_p^+ e_n
\] (13)

\[
c_{intro} = e_st ((e_p | e_{st} | e_f | e_i | e_{ta})^+ e_n)^+
\] (14)

\[
c_{lit} = e_st ((e_p | e_{st} | e_f | e_i | e_{ta})^+ e_n)^+
\] (15)

\[
c_{method} = e_st ((e_p | e_{st} | e_f | e_i | e_{ta})^+ e_n)^+
\] (16)

\[
c_{contr} = e_st ((e_p | e_{st} | e_f | e_i | e_{ta})^+ e_n)^+
\] (17)

\[
c_{plan} = e_st ((e_p | e_{st} | e_f | e_i | e_{ta})^+ e_n)^+
\] (18)

\[
c_{concl} = e_st ((e_p | e_{st} | e_f | e_i | e_{ta})^+ e_n)^+
\] (19)

\[
p_a = e_st_p^+ e_n
\] (20)

\[
p_r = e_st_p^+ e_n
\] (21)

**TABLE IV. REGULAR EXPRESSIONS FOR DOCUMENT ELEMENTS PATTERN MATCHING**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SN</th>
<th>Document Elements</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Title ((e_t))</td>
<td>((</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Author ((e_a))</td>
<td>((By{By}</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Supervisor ((e_s))</td>
<td>((</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Title-paragraph ((e_{tp}))</td>
<td>((</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Section-title ((e_{st}))</td>
<td>((</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Sub-section-title ((e_{sst}))</td>
<td>(((</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Paragraph ((e_p))</td>
<td>((</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Page Number ((e_n))</td>
<td>(</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Date ((e_d))</td>
<td>[(Date API)]</td>
<td>3rd Dec 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Figure ((e_f))</td>
<td>[(Image)]</td>
<td>Image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Item list ((e_i))</td>
<td>((</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Table ((e_{ta}))</td>
<td>((</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The symbols \(|w|, |s|, |n|, |d| matches single word, single space, a newline character and single digit respectively

**E. REGEX for Document Elements Matching**

The elements contained in a proposal document’s pages can be matched with corresponding regular expression defined in the Table IV. The regular expressions stated are used to represent the language of the structure in English alphabet strings for every element that may be contained in a proposal document. We define a language acceptor algorithm which accepts or rejects the element token based on the matching regular expression. The language acceptor determines if the element is well-formed and which element class it belongs to. The proposal document is vetted structurally correct if all the parsed elements are accepted by the language acceptor.

**F. Document Parsing**

This section explains possible derivations of a proposal document given the grammar defined and its set of Production rules. Given the input proposal document which is of the start symbol \(S\) as given below, then the document can be parsed as follows:

\[
S_{doc} \rightarrow S_p \cdot S_c \cdot S_a \cdot S_r \quad \text{(rule 2)}
\]

A proposal document can be made up of the following section parts: Preliminary Section \((S_p)\), Chapter Section \((S_c)\), Appendix Section \((S_a)\), Reference Section \((S_r)\).

\[
\implies t_p \cdot d_p \cdot c_p \cdot a_{bp} \cdot S_c \cdot S_a \cdot S_r \quad \text{(rule 3)}
\]

The Preliminary Section can be made up of Title Page \((t_p)\), Declaration Page \((d_p)\), Contents Page \((c_p)\) and Abstract Page \((a_{bp})\)
The Chapter Section can be made up of Introduction Chapter (c_{intro}), Literature Review Chapter (c_{lit}), Methodology Chapter (c_{method}), Workplan Chapter (c_{plan}) and the Conclusion Chapter (c_{concl}).

\[ \Rightarrow t_p \cdot d_p \cdot c_p \cdot a_{bp} \cdot c_{intro} \cdot c_{lit} \cdot c_{method} \cdot c_{plan} \cdot c_{concl} \cdot S_a \cdot S_r \text{ (rule 4) (24)} \]

The Proposal document may not contain an Appendix Section.

\[ \Rightarrow t_p \cdot d_p \cdot c_p \cdot a_{bp} \cdot c_{intro} \cdot c_{lit} \cdot c_{method} \cdot c_{plan} \cdot c_{concl} \cdot P_r \text{ (rule 5) (25)} \]

The Derivation 26 is an instance of a valid proposal structure and has been successfully parsed by the four-tuple grammar defined for the structural vetting of a proposal document. The expressions contained in Derivations 22 to 26 shows the complete parsing. Further understanding of the document’s structure is done by recognising the document elements contained in each symbolic string of the language generated by the parser, refer to Derivations 7 to 21. Elements are also matched by their corresponding REGEX description in Table IV

G. Algorithms

This algorithm for the automatic structural vetting of an academic proposal document takes as input, the proposal document, and outputs the document with highlights of any structural defects that may have been picked. We present the algorithm as given below:

### IV. Implementation and Results

The algorithms presented in this paper were implemented using C sharp Microsoft’s .Net library. The software embeds an iTextSharp version 7.0 library used for PDF document tokenization and manipulation of text. The Auto-proofreader tool interface displaying its menu controls is presented in Fig. 5.

Table V shows the results from the implementation of a corpus of 20 academic proposals. All the results vary in the degree of the number of error or success feedback reported by the tool. All the elements in each document have been parsed against defined rules and REGEX patterns based on a given instruction format guide.

#### A. Description of Dataset

A corpus of ten (20) proposals collected from the online digital ecommons of various Universities was used to carry out the experimental result. The dataset consists of academic proposals of MSc and PhD post-graduate students in Information Systems’ related discipline that were accessed on Universities institutional repository (IR) or available on online digital-common. These are academic proposal thesis submitted between year 2015 and 2021.

#### B. Result and Discussion

The difference in the number of correctly identified document elements by the tool differs significantly for some logical elements due to the complexities of computationally identifying them. The tool detected and proofread the structural items on the preliminary pages with better precision and accuracy. The overall tool precision and accuracy is given as 0.99 and 0.87, respectively. Refer to expressions given in Equation 27 and 29

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>Document Elements</th>
<th>TP</th>
<th>TN</th>
<th>FP</th>
<th>FN</th>
<th>Prec</th>
<th>Rec</th>
<th>Acc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Author</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Supervisor</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Title-Paragraph</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Section-Title</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Sub-Section</td>
<td>2041</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>826</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Paragraph</td>
<td>4019</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>538</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Page-Number</td>
<td>3011</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>9239</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1394</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Algorithm 1: Structural Vetting Algorithm

**Data:** PDF proposal document, $S_{doc}$

**Result:** Highlighted PDF proposal document, $S_{hl}$

1. Parse input document into document parts using PDFLibrary.Extract($S_{doc}$)
2. if ValidParse(Document parts) then
3. if REGEX-Match(Elements contained in Document Parts) then
4. if REGEX-Match(words contained in Document Elements) then
5. PROCESS COMPLETE: Document verified successful
6. Display success message
7. else
8. ERROR DETECTED: Highlight error on Proposal
9. end
10. else
11. ERROR DETECTED: Highlight error on Proposal
12. end
13. else
14. ERROR DETECTED: Highlight error on Proposal
15. end
16. else
17. ERROR DETECTED: Highlight error on Proposal
18. end
19. Save_Highlighted_Document_toDisk($S_{hl}$)
20. return Return $S_{hl}$
V. EVALUATION

We present the evaluation for the tool in terms of accuracy for correctly classifying/recognising syntactically right or wrong elements in the document. We present the confusion matrix model evaluation with the performance metrics of sensitivity, precision and accuracy given below. Table VI gives a brief explanation of how the confusion matrix is applied for evaluating the tool.

\[
\text{Overall Precision: } \frac{TP}{TP + FP} = \frac{9239}{9239 + 14} \approx 0.99
\]

\[
\text{Overall Recall: } \frac{TP}{TP + FN} = \frac{9239}{9239 + 1394} \approx 0.87
\]

\[
\text{Overall Accuracy: } \frac{TP + TN}{TP + TN + FP + FN} = \frac{9239 + 337}{9239 + 337 + 14 + 1394} \approx 0.87
\]

where:

TP = True Positives

TN = True Negatives

FP = False Positives

FN = False Negatives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Auto-proofreader Tool (T/F)</th>
<th>Benchmark (P/N)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TP</td>
<td>T = Identified</td>
<td>P = Correct Elements</td>
<td>Identified correct Elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>T = Identified</td>
<td>N = Incorrect Elements</td>
<td>Identified incorrect Elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FP</td>
<td>F = Did not identify</td>
<td>P = Correct Elements</td>
<td>Did not identified correct Elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FN</td>
<td>F = Did not identify</td>
<td>N = Incorrect Elements</td>
<td>Did not identified incorrect Elements</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Identifying errors in a (lengthy) textual document is an expert task that can be made into an artificial intelligent (AI) tool which can then assist human reviewers (i.e., Supervisors) to more effective and productive, especially when faced with many documents (i.e., academic proposals). The tool will not only be useful for academic proposals but can be refined for many varying template-based documents. In this paper, we have presented the technique and design of the tool for vetting
an academic proposal for layout or structure-based errors. This technique slices a proposal document into its minute structural components (which we have termed as document elements contained a document section) and performs a check of correctness. The technique allows the slicing of the academic proposals into separate sections as documents and lastly allows the download of a vetted academic proposal document which can be used as a feedback to Students’ candidate after an automatic vetting. The designed software tool was evaluated on twenty (20) proposal documents which gives an accuracy of 86%. The accuracy of the tool is only based on specific elements for evaluation but it can be made more robust with vetting more components (or elements) contained in a document section such as images (or figures) and tables. The software design is template specific but can be extended for various kind of template-driven text document vetting.

In the future, we will explore the structural vetting of more document logical elements: figures/images, tables and citations. We will also extend the tool to perform rule-based sentence level grammar vetting.
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